
Physics 200 Tutorial4:

Spacetime Diagrams

ln this tutorial, you will get some praciice using spacetime diagrams to
visualize events and trajectories, and help resolve some of the apparent
paradoxes of special relativity.

Things to remember:

o We will always be talking about events and traject'ories happening
only along one spatial direction, represented by the horizontal
direction on the diagram.

o The vertical direction corresponds to time. Each horizontal slice
represents a snapshot of what's happening at a particular time
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Question 1

On the spacetime diagram below, draw

a) a stationary object at x= -2 lyr

b) a pulse of light travelling in the +î direction that is at x = -L lyr at time
t=0.

c) an object travelling at v = -0.5c that passes x=0 at time t = 2 years.

lndicate on the diagram the events where the light pulse passes the
object in part a) (use a + to show this) and where the light pulse passes

the object in part c (use a * to show this).



Question 2

On the spacetime diagram below, draw

a) an object travelling at v = 0.5c that passes x=o at t=0 (indicate this with
a solid line)

b) the set of events that are simultaneous in the frame of this object with
the event marked by a * (use a dashed line)

c) The set of events that are measured to be at the same place in the
objects frame as the event marked by a@



Question 3

The spacetime diagram below shows an observer movíng at 0.6c in the
+1 direction, and a stationary observer at x=0. Assume that both set

their clocks to zero when they pass.

a) lndicate on the diagram the events where the stationary observer's

clock reads exactly 2 years (use a +) and where the moving observer's

clock reads 2 years (use a *). Hint: what does time dilation tell you?

b) lndicate the set of events that the stationary observer thinks are

simultaneous with +, and the set of events that the moving observer

thinks are simultaneous with *.

Can you see from the diagram that each observer sees the other's clock

to run slow? cr



Question 4

''-''.'.''.-''.'
For Enid's 80th birthday her husband Abraham decides to build a new 4
meter long garage for Enid's 4 meter long 195g Edòel convertible. unfor_
tùrytelr, the same day Enid, decides to giie herself a birbhday or*ruolllã
t¡adgs in. her 4 meter tong 1958 Edsel in for a 5 meter tong Zô0g Hr"r-;;
As she arrives back'home, she sees the new garage, and'not"wantt*; h*;
Abrahâ,m's {9gti"gr, accet'erares to 0.6a d;;-- t/;;r;: õ.6;,;;
þows tfa! ,a.þ-raham will observe observe her vehicle to be onty 4 meters
long and therefore should see her Hummer (barely) fit in the g*ug" h" t;
made. Everythinþ works out as pranned, and Abraúam closes tt" ¿Jo, ortnu
garage just when he observes the front of the Hummer reach the far inside
wall of the garage.

_ -Noy, 
yo. u might ask, how can it be that the 5 meter long Hummer canfit in the 4 meter long garage? To resolve this apparent paraãox, r";;b ;;

spacetime diagram.
a) on the attached spacetime diagram, assume that each tick represents 4

meters, and that the (r,f) cõordinates coxrespond to the frame of the garage.
Take the door of,the gaïage to be at r - 0 and the far inside wail to be atr - 4m. Also, assume that the back of the Hummer is at rt _ 0 and that
this coincides with the_door of the garage at t _ t, _ O.

Draw (carefully!) the trajectoriã of the front and back of the garage and
the Hummer on the spacetime diagram. Indicate with an star the event where
the front end of the car reaches the far inside wall of the garage. rndicate
with an 'A' the event where Abraham closes the door of the garage. Indicate
with an 'E' the back end of the Hummer in Enid,s frame *h"r, .-h" observes
bhe front end of the Hummer reaches the wall of the gaxage. Finally, indicateq/ith a 'Z' where Erríd observes the front of her car to be at the same time
bhat she observes Abraham to close the door.

b) Based on.yiur diagram, explain the resolution of the paradox.




